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Abstract

Growing concerns over climate change and the potential for large damages due to non-linear processes underscore the need for meaningful sustainability assessment of an economy. Economists have developed rigorous approaches to conceptualizing sustainability based on the paradigm of weak sustainability, which assumes infinite substitution between manufactured and natural capital stocks. In contrast, strong sustainability emphasizes physical limits to this substitution and the importance of maintaining the resilience of normally functioning biophysical processes. Recent progress in resource and environmental economics has demonstrated the feasibility of incorporating strong sustainability features, including tipping points, uncertainties and resilience, into welfare theoretic models to assess efficiency and optimal policies. Given that weak sustainability and intertemporal efficiency share the same concept of welfare, we ask: to what extent can these approaches be applied to evaluate sustainability? We highlight recent work on assessing sustainability in imperfect economies and dynamic models of intertemporal welfare that embed strong sustainability features.
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Introduction

Welfare economics is fundamentally concerned with the implications of resource allocation for societal well-being. While the theory is sufficiently broad to consider both efficiency and equity concerns, applied welfare economics relies on the assumption of Benthamite welfare to justify benefit cost analysis (BCA), which aggregates benefits and costs without regard to distribution. An alternative framing of BCA appeals to contractarian reasoning: BCA identifies potential Pareto improvements (PPIs), i.e. changes that pass a hypothetical (Kaldor-Hicks) compensation test in which winners could compensate the losers. Given a well-developed and defensible set of methods for evaluating outcomes on the grounds of resource efficiency, economists have been slower to develop equivalent approaches for assessing distributional questions, most notably questions of inter-generational equity and the sustainability of economic systems. Because there is no assurance that an efficient economy is sustainable, a distinct welfare-theoretic approach to defining and operationalizing sustainability is necessary. An economic definition of sustainability emerged in the 1970s, spurred by growing public concerns over resource extraction and limits to growth: an economy is said to be weakly sustainable if welfare is non-declining over time. This approach is justified by an ethical view that emphasizes intergenerational equity—taking a Rawlsian approach, for example, intertemporal social welfare is maximized by maximizing the welfare of the least well-off generation (Solow 1974). Although motivated by different priorities, weak sustainability (WS) and intertemporal efficiency share the same basic concept of welfare. Economists have been able to readily adapt dynamic models of optimal resource consumption to evaluate the conditions under which the economy is weakly sustainable (e.g., Dasgupta and Heal 1979, Solow 1974, Hartwick 1977).
Since the 1970s, sustainability concerns, spurred by increasing awareness about climate change and its impacts, have shifted to questions about the Earth’s capacity to absorb human impacts. New worries about tipping points, uncertainty over future states of the world and the risks of catastrophic outcomes have emerged, all of which stem from a fundamental belief that the Earth’s capacity to absorb impacts is limited and that critical biophysical processes and ecosystem services must be preserved. Such assertions challenge the WS paradigm that presumes different forms of capital to be infinitely substitutable for each other—most notably, between natural and produced capital in production, and among goods and services in consumption. The implication is that, although relative prices may rise and in some cases precipitously, depletion of natural capital stocks does not undermine sustainability so long as sufficient investments in other types of capital are made. This worldview of generous substitutability is consistent with the modern experience of technical progress and increasing welfare with expanding substitution possibilities in both production and consumption. It is less consistent with a world in which tipping points and nonlinearities imply limits to the amount of environmental pollution or ecological damages that can be sustained without large declines in social welfare.

The notion of strong sustainability (SS) is motivated by these fundamental concerns, emphasizing limits to natural resources, limits to substitutability among natural and manufactured capital stocks, and limits to the resilience of normally functioning biophysical or ecosystem processes. SS suggests a moral imperative to restrain the consumption of critical natural capital (Ekins 2014), preserve unique and treasured environmental entities (Bishop 1978, Randall 2014), and pay greater attention to maintaining the resilience of ecosystems (Arrow et al. 1995). A recent example is the notion of planetary boundaries, defined as scientifically based levels of human perturbation of the Earth system beyond which the functioning of basic
biophysical processes—e.g., climate change, biosphere integrity, land-system change, freshwater use, ocean acidification—may be substantially altered (Rockström 2009; Steffens et al. 2015). Different zones of human impacts have been identified for each of these biophysical processes, ranging from low-risk (a safe operating zone) to high-risk (beyond the so-called zone of uncertainty). The implication is that transgressing one or more of these boundaries creates substantial risk of destabilizing the current state of the Earth system, due to non-linear changes or tipping points, and that these changes may generate enormous societal impacts. However, the approach stops short of assessing trade-offs and instead advocates a safety-first SS approach that would restrict human impacts to a low-risk zone of influence.

Recent progress in resource and environmental economics has demonstrated that it is possible to incorporate key SS features, including tipping points and deep uncertainties, into welfare theoretic models and to apply BCA to assess implications for resource efficiency. Less attention has been given to explicitly assessing sustainability, however. This raises key questions: Do the familiar tools of intertemporal welfare economics, and more specifically, the methods of benefit cost analysis (BCA) applied in a dynamic setting, provide a suitable approach to evaluating WS? Can intertemporal models of resource consumption that account for ecological non-convexities, uncertainties, or other SS concerns be used to assess WS? How similar are the policy prescriptions of a WS approach that incorporate SS features versus an explicit SS approach that is based on identifying specific non-fungible critical resources and physical limits?

Here we consider these questions in the context of recent progress in the development of coupled human-natural systems models that incorporate one or more key SS features, but that have a welfare theoretic foundation and thus are capable of assessing WS. To set the stage, we
begin with a summary of the earlier work in resource economics on sustainability,\(^1\) including a discussion of efficiency versus sustainability and the conditions under which intertemporal utility maximization equates to WS and the practical evaluation of this criterion. A discussion of more recent work on imperfect economies follows, which illustrates that, although efficiency and sustainability are distinct concepts, the same wealth-based criterion for welfare analysis can be used in assessing both. We then take up recent developments in coupled human-natural systems models that have incorporated one or more elements of SS into utilitarian models, focusing particularly on uncertainty, tipping points, catastrophes, and non-convexities and examples from the nascent work in economics on resilience. The paper concludes with reflections on the foundational role of economics in assessing sustainability and some of the key challenges going forward.

Weak sustainability and welfare analysis

*Assessing sustainability in perfectly competitive economies*

In assessing the sustainability\(^2\) of an economy, the role of the natural resource stock has led to different approaches: maintaining a steady state natural capital stock as a constraint in a dynamic welfare maximization framework, and non-declining welfare paths as an objective given an economy dependent on renewable and nonrenewable resource stocks (Heal 2000). The latter clearly defines the WS approach to sustainability and thus we focus our attention there. In 1974, Solow asked whether a society that uses exhaustible natural resources could nevertheless

\(^1\) We only summarize the highlights of this work here. For a comprehensive review, see Pezzey and Toman (2002).
\(^2\) Following Dasgupta (2001) and others, we use the terms “sustainability” and “sustainable development” interchangeably.
maintain human welfare indefinitely. Aggregate output or welfare at time $t$, $Y_t$, is determined as follows:

$$Y_t = e^{(a-d)t} f(N_t, K_t, L_t).$$

(1)

where $N$ is the stock of natural resources, $K$ is manufactured capital, $L$ is labor, $a$ is the rate of technological progress, and $d$ is the population growth rate. $Y, N, K$ and $L$ are all indexes, such that particulars do not matter so long as the aggregates are maintained at levels that maintain welfare even as the composition of consumption changes over time. If (1) is taken to apply globally, people are assumed to be mobile, geographically, and occupationally; and the focus is on global rather than local natural resource and capital stocks. If $N$ is exhaustible and $f(.)$ is Cobb-Douglas, the key result is that human welfare can be maintained for a very long time, so long as accumulation of $K$ compensates fully for depletion of $N$, and $a$ is as great as $d$ (here we follow the common convention to assume that the $a \geq d$ condition will hold, and continue the discussion in per capita terms). This optimistic result depends crucially on generous substitutability, not just within the $Y, N, K$ and $L$ indexes but also between $N$ and $K$, where the elasticity of factor substitution is constant and unitary. In effect, Solow granted special status to natural resources by assuming essentiality and exhaustibility, but immediately revokes it by assuming unlimited substitution of $K$ for $N$. In the end, natural resources are nothing special in this model.

Hartwick (1977) showed that consumption is sustainable in a fixed technology economy with an essential exhaustible resource if net saving is everywhere zero (which requires that capital accumulation compensates exactly for resource depletion), the elasticity of substitution between resources and capital is unitary, and the elasticity of output with respect to capital is at
least as great as the corresponding elasticity for the resource. The Hartwick rule would assure non-negative net saving in an exhaustible-resource-dependent economy by requiring that the scarcity rents from natural resource depletion be re-invested in reproducible capital. Substitutability between $N$ and $K$ is crucial for Hartwick sustainability: if the elasticity of substitution between produced capital and natural resources is less than one, then non-negative net saving cannot be maintained indefinitely (Dasgupta and Heal 1979, and Hamilton 1995) without an eventual decline in production and consumption.

This early work established the core proposition of WS and the central relationship between welfare and saving: if saving and investment, including investment in human capital, are insufficient in each period to compensate for resource depletion and environmental degradation, welfare eventually must decline. Thus WS is not about how much we consume, but about whether we save and invest enough to compensate for our consumption. The central role of saving and investment in WS suggests a strong link between WS and wealth.

A seminal paper by Weitzman (1976) provides another cornerstone, demonstrating that given a first best setting and with additional assumptions, e.g., constant technology and linear utility, a comprehensive measure of net national product (NNP) expressed in utility terms is proportionate to the maximized present discounted value of intertemporal social welfare. The key insight is that future welfare prospects, which are inherently unobservable, are indicated by the current value of changes in all capital assets in the economy, broadly defined to include natural, human, and social forms of capital in addition to manufactured capital. This theoretical equivalence has spawned a vast literature, both theoretical and applied, seeking to extend and apply the result to a test of weak sustainability. Asheim and Weitzman (2001) show that changes in wealth, measured as the growth in real net national product (where prices are deflated by a
Divisia index of consumption prices) indicates the change in welfare in the economy. The implication is that negative levels of net saving reduce utility in future periods. Pezzey and Toman (2002, pp. 184 – 185) and Pezzey (2004) use the model developed by Asheim and Weitzman to show that genuine saving (GS, an ideal account of net savings in a resource-using economy) provides a one-sided sustainability test in the Hartwick tradition – with negative GS, there must be negative welfare growth at any instant.\(^3\)\(^4\) However, the result by Asheim and Weitzman (2001) relies on the specialized properties of the Divisia price index. As both Aronsson et al. (2004) and Dasgupta (2009) show, a static equivalent to future welfare does exist under more general conditions, but it is equal to the sum of NNP and the consumer surplus associated with the current level of consumption. This eliminates the strict proportionality between NNP and future welfare and, from a practical viewpoint, makes it much more difficult to implement a sustainability test using this framework, given the obvious challenges of estimating the consumer surpluses associated with all consumption goods.

**Weak sustainability, wealth, and efficiency**

The link between WS and wealth, central as it is, introduces a nagging issue: WS sustains welfare for each generation whereas wealth is the present-value of welfare summed over the generations. Many economists argue that the apparatus of applied welfare economics – the PPI

---

3 Pezzey and Burke (2014, Appendix A) provide a clear statement of exactly what is assumed in order to show that GS provides a one-sided test of WS.

4 Pezzey and Toman (2002) show that the Hartwick rule cannot offer an exact policy prescription for sustainability in the real world, because observed prices are not generated by an underlying sustainability objective function (to put it another way, sustainability prices can be observed only once sustainability has been achieved).
criterion and BCA – applied in an intertemporal setting is consistent with WS in most respects 
(e.g. Pezzey and Toman, 2002; Dietz and Neumayer, 2007; Pearce et al., 2006). Dissecting this 
argument, we endorse the view that WS and the PPI criterion share the same concept of 
contemporaneous welfare, but may diverge in a multigenerational context—the defining aspect 
of WS—in that WS sustains welfare for each generation while the PPI-BCA approach 
maximizes the sum of welfare over time, i.e. maximizes wealth. This introduces two potential 
divergences from WS. First, the PPI criterion would countenance intergenerational fluctuations 
in welfare so long as the multigenerational sum of welfare was maximized. This concern that 
could be addressed readily, at least in principle, via intergenerational redistribution, as suggested 
by Bishop (1993) and Stavins et al. (2003).

Second, the PPI criterion counts only the present value of future benefits and costs. 
Solow (1974) was quite clear that welfare in WS is not discounted – in other words, that WS 
implies an ethical commitment to intergenerational equality, which clearly distinguishes WS 
from intertemporal optimization. With discounting as commonly practiced, the present value of 
welfare over time is likely to be maximized by choosing a declining consumption path over time, 
a property that has troubled some economists for more than fifty years (Koopmans 1960). We 
argue that the two approaches can be reconciled readily, at least in principle, with help from 
Ramsey’s (1928) equation $\rho_t = \delta + \eta_t g_t$, where $\rho$ is the discount rate, $\delta$ is the rate of time 
preference, $g$ is the rate of growth in welfare, $\eta$ is marginal utility of consumption, and $t$ is time. 
Assuming $\eta$ is approximately equal to 1, $\rho_t = \delta + g_t$, then the discount rate has two components: 
the rate of time preference and the growth rate of welfare. In a series of papers, Asheim and 
various colleagues (e.g. Asheim et al 2012, Dietz & Asheim 2012, and Zuber & Asheim 2012) 
have argued that intergenerational equality requires discounting future growth in welfare – for
example, discounting at the rate $g$ in the case where welfare is expected to grow smoothly at $g$ – but not for time preference. Imposing positive time preference in the process of discounting would be contrary to the intergenerational equity ethic inherent in WS and invoked by Solow.

Economists tend to assume that discount rates with neutral time preference would still be positive, reflecting productivity and scarcity of capital, just as interest rates would be positive in a weakly sustainable economy. But that would hold only if we expect the future to be better off than the present, an assumption that some have called into question based on concerns about the prospects of tipping points and catastrophes. An inescapable circularity arises when considering the right discount rate in this setting: we can only act rationally toward the future if we know how much better or worse off than us future generations will be (Asheim et al 2012, Dietz & Asheim 2012, and Zuber & Asheim 2012).

It is readily apparent that any economy, no matter how (in)efficient, can sustain some welfare level greater than zero, including very low levels that clearly would be undesirable. It can be argued that a sustainability goal is incomplete without specifying a minimum acceptable level of welfare. Bishop (1993) and later Stavins et al. (2003) address this by suggesting the following modification: dynamic efficiency is a necessary, but insufficient condition for weak sustainability. There are many candidate policies or actions to change the intertemporal allocation of resources that would generate positive net benefits, as measured in present value terms. Not all would lead to non-declining welfare over time and, if the discount rate includes positive time preference, welfare will eventually decline. Stavins et al. appeal to the idea of potential compensation, arguing that a dynamically efficient economy has the potential to be made sustainable via appropriate intergenerational transfers.
While this approach is appealing to economists who think in efficiency terms, the Achilles heel of potential compensation—that hypothetical compensation is a kind of hypothesis, not a kind of compensation—applies with even more force to potential intergenerational compensation. A reasonable fear is that redefining WS to elevate dynamic efficiency and downplay intergenerational equity risks kicking the sustainability can further down a potentially very long intergenerational road. Efficiency is not the same as sustainability. Both are good, but only one of them, efficiency, has the potential to be advanced by laissez-faire markets. This suggests an important continuing role for WS policies.

Assessing sustainability in imperfect economies

The correspondence between current wealth and optimized intertemporal welfare relies on a first best world in which the economy evolves along an optimal consumption path. As Dasgupta (2001, 2009), Arrow, Dasgupta, Maler (2003) and others (e.g., Aronsson et al. 2004) have argued, to assume that the economy is perfectly competitive and at its full optimum may be a useful starting point, but ultimately requires a heroic set of assumptions. This is particularly relevant for a theory that seeks to account for natural capital stocks, given the pervasiveness of missing markets for ecosystem services.

---

5 In deriving his canonical result, Weitzman (1976) assumes that population and technology are constant and that markets are perfectly competitive. These assumptions ensure that the economy is at a full optimum and that the economic system is autonomous, i.e., that time itself does not have a direct influence on utility or profits. Therefore, it is possible to draw a correspondence between a static measure of the economy and the optimal discounted value of all future utilities. If these assumptions are relaxed, then the NNP welfare measures contain unobservable forward looking terms that cannot be measured with observable data.
Dasgupta (2001, 2009) and coauthors (Dasgupta and Mäler 2000, Arrow et al. 2003) relax the assumption of convex production, a necessary assumption for achieving an optimal allocation in a decentralized economy, and develop a framework for assessing sustainable development in imperfect economies. The approach is similar to the wealth-based welfare theoretic approach of the earlier literature, but does not assume that the government seeks to optimize intertemporal social welfare. The analysis starts with a standard Ramsey-Koopmans form of intergenerational welfare, defined as $V(t) = \int_{t}^{\infty} [U(C(\tau))e^{-\delta(\tau-t)}]d\tau$, where $C(t)$ is the rate of aggregate consumption, $U$ is per period social utility and $\delta$ is the social discount rate. Aggregate production is assumed to depend on multiple capital stocks, whose current levels determine the state of the economy in period $t$, $S(t) = (K(t), L(t), N(t))$, where $K(t)$ is manufactured capital, $L(t)$ is human capital and $N(t)$ is natural capital. The productivity of $N(t)$ is assumed to be characterized by a minimum threshold, below which economic output would eventually decline to zero. This is a highly stylized representation, but nonetheless captures the strong sustainability principle of finite carrying capacity or planetary boundaries that, if transgressed, can lead to non-marginal declines in resources and services.

A non-optimizing “resource allocation mechanism” is assumed to be known and reflects institutional constraints that may arise from the structure of property rights, tax rates or allocation of public goods. This mechanism provides a many-to-one mapping of capital stocks into an economic program that determines the current and future allocation of these stocks and flows. The mapping is not assumed to lead to an optimal, or even an efficient, economy. Assuming a given resource allocation mechanism, the intertemporal welfare function can be

---

6 This is established by the Second Theorem of Welfare Economics.
written as an explicit function of initial stocks in period $t$, $V(S(t))$.\(^7\) Assume that shadow prices are defined as the partial derivative of the social welfare function with respect to each of the stocks.\(^8\) Then differentiating $V$ with respect to $t$ provides an exact measure of a local change in intergenerational welfare over time as the change in comprehensive wealth or equivalently, comprehensive investment, $I(t)$:

$$\frac{dV(S(t))}{dt} = p(t) \frac{dK(t)}{dt} + q(t) \frac{dL(t)}{dt} + n(t) \frac{dN(t)}{dt} = I(t), \quad (2)$$

where $p(t)$, $q(t)$, and $n(t)$ are the shadow or accounting prices for the respective capital stocks. From this, it follows that comprehensive wealth corresponds to a linear index of well-being, which equates to the aggregate value of all productive capital stocks in the economy evaluated at constant shadow prices,

$$W(t) = p(t)K(t) + q(t)L(t) + n(t)N(t). \quad (3)$$

Evaluated at a point in time, Equation (2) provides a local test of weak sustainability: the economy is sustainable in time $t$ if $I(t) \geq 0$. In order to assess whether the economy is weakly sustainable over a longer time period, it is necessary to also account for capital gains on the assets that have accrued over the time interval by deducting the aggregate value of these gains from the difference in comprehensive wealth between the two dates, $t = 0$ and $t = T$:

---

\(^7\) Arrow et al. (2003) and Dasgupta (2009) also consider the case in which $V$ depends directly on $t$ and therefore is non-autonomous, which substantially complicates the welfare index.

\(^8\) To address the problem of defining shadow price at the point of a discontinuity, given nonconvex production, Arrow et al. (2003) and Dasgupta (2009) assume that it can be defined within a sufficiently small neighborhood of this point, e.g., assuming $V$ is continuous on either side of the discontinuity.
\[ V(T) - V(0) = W(T) - W(0) - G(T), \]  
(4)

where \( G \) is the aggregate value of capital gains between the two periods.

For a small change in capital assets, Dasgupta (2001, 2009) and Arrow et al. (2003) demonstrate the correspondence between the change in comprehensive wealth that results and changes in the present discounted sum of utilities over time arising from the corresponding future changes in consumption:

\[ V\left(S(t) + \Delta S(t)\right) - V(S(t)) = \int_t^\infty U'(C(\tau))\Delta C(\tau)e^{-\delta(t-\tau)} d\tau, \]

(5)

where \( \Delta S(t) \) is a small change in capital assets. This suggests a criterion for intertemporal BCA. For example, suppose a project uses labor, manufactured capital and resources as inputs and produces manufactured capital output, which may be consumed today or in a future period. The project results in a change in capital assets over the time span of the project, but generates changes in consumption over all future periods. The equivalence of changes in wealth over a given time span to the discounted sum of utilities from all future changes in consumption due to the project implies that comprehensive investment is an appropriate welfare criterion for project evaluation. However, this correspondence holds only for sufficiently small changes in the economy, in which it is reasonable to assume constant shadow prices and no change in consumer surpluses.

**Wealth accounting and shadow prices**

In principle, an ideal system of national accounts would tell society whether wealth is non-declining over time and thus whether it is weakly sustainable. Pearce and Atkinson (1993) were among the first to draw a practical linkage between changes in current wealth and the implications for changes in future welfare and a test of weak sustainability. Building on the early
resource economics models of an optimizing economy and conditions for WS laid out by the Hartwick rule, they implement a WS test by estimating an adjusted savings rate of countries that accounted for resource depletion and environmental pollution. This measure, now called Genuine Saving (GS), can be defined as the sum of the changes in stocks at in time $t$ of each of the various kinds of natural and produced capital, each weighted by its virtual price:

$$ GS_t = \sum p_{it} \Delta K_{it} $$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where $i = (1,...,n)$ is an exhaustive list of the various forms of capital with virtual prices $p_i$. $K_i$ includes gross national saving, net investment in human capital, depreciation, depletion of minerals and energy, net depletion of forests, net depletion of water resources in terms of quantity and quality, depletion of biodiversity, net pollution damage (including damage from greenhouse gases), and net degradation of soil. The World Bank developed this approach further (e.g., Hamilton and Clements 1999) and has developed the ANS (adjusted net savings) accounts that measure GS for more than 200 countries, although it fair to say that investment in human capital is proxied poorly by education expenditures and non-marketed components seem to be undervalued. Similarly, their Comprehensive Wealth accounts are more credible for tangible capital than for human, social, and institutional capital, which are represented as the otherwise unexplained residual in the estimated relationship between wealth and output, and usually amount to more than half the total wealth of rich countries.

Arrow et al. (2012) use the per capital growth rate of comprehensive wealth, adjusted for total factor productivity growth, to implement a WS test. Although the approach derives from a different theoretical foundation, namely that of imperfect economies, it is similar in spirit to the World Bank’s Comprehensive Wealth accounts and expands on the set of assets that are valued.
Some key differences emerge in the estimation of the capital assets and their values, however. For example, Arrow et al. calculate the value of health capital using estimates of the value of a statistical life, which generates estimates that are much larger than the estimated values of any of the other assets (produced, natural, and human) and much larger than the “intangible residual” wealth estimated by the World Bank that includes health capital among other forms of unobserved capital.

A primary empirical challenge is the calculation of shadow prices, or accounting prices as Arrow et al. (2012) and others refer to them. The welfare basis for the comprehensive wealth-based approach rests clearly on the assumption that these prices reflect the full discounted social value of an incremental change in a given capital asset. Thus, a forecast of how the economy is likely to evolve over time is needed, which requires a dynamic model of the economy, natural system and the potential linkages between the human and natural systems. In addition, because the economy is not assumed to be on an optimal path, the marginal rates of substitution and transformation are not equal, implying that obtaining a welfare-based measure of wealth requires demand-side measurement of willingness-to-pay measures. While market prices may reasonably reflect the social marginal value of some capital stocks, this will not be the case for many others and in particular, many types of natural capital stocks subject to externalities or in some cases imperfect competition. Arrow et al. (2012) incorporate capital depreciation, e.g., from carbon emissions, and non-market forest benefits into their estimation of wealth changes, but otherwise fall short of this ideal. With few exceptions, their approach to natural capital valuation calculates shadow price as the market price net extraction costs.

Fenichel and Abbott (2014) provide an important methodological contribution to natural capital valuation that could bridge a critical gap between the theory of welfare evaluation in
imperfect economies and empirical implementation. Following Dasgupta (2009), the current value Hamiltonian for a non-optimized, autonomous system is shown to be the current return on the present value of all net benefits over time, i.e., $\delta V(t)$ where $\delta$ is the discount rate and $V(t) = \int_t^\infty W(s(\tau))e^{-\delta(\tau-t)}d\tau$, $W$ is an index of net social benefits at time $t$ and $s(t)$ is the natural capital stock. This fundamental result is used to derive an expression for a natural capital asset price, $\partial V/\partial s$, equal to the marginal ecosystem service flows, $W_s$, adjusted by the scarcity effects (capital gains or losses) resulting from an additional unit of natural capital, $p$, divided by the discount rate adjusted for the effect of an additional unit of natural capital on the overall growth rate of the capital stock, $\dot{s}$:

$$\frac{\partial V}{\partial s} = p = \frac{W_s(s,x(s))+p}{\delta - \dot{s}}$$

(8)

where $\dot{s} = G_s(s) - f_s(s,x(s))$, $G(s)$ is the ecological production function, and $f(s,x(s))$ is the damage function associated with the human impacts of consuming $s(t)$. Consumption is determined by a non-optimal feedback rule $x(s)$—or what Dasgupta and others call the economic program—that reflects human activities and decisions that directly or indirectly impact $s(t)$, e.g., management policy that directly determines resource consumption, as well as institutional constraints, social norms or other types of non-optimizing behaviors that may indirectly influence $s(t)$. The marginal expressions $G_s$ and $f_s$ are respectively the marginal productivity of natural capital in the absence of humans, and the marginal damages from human impacts given an increase in the natural capital stock. The “effective” discount rate (i.e., denominator), and therefore price, increases with the rate of damages from human impacts and decreases with the ecological productivity of the natural capital asset.
Fenichel and Abbott (2014) apply this approach to the Gulf of Mexico reef fish complex, using harvesting and price data, previous studies (Zhang and Smith 2011) to parameterize the fish stock growth function and fishing effort response equation, and focus on the market value of the fishery. They use numerical methods to solve for the value of $\dot{p}$, conditional on $s(t)$, and demonstrate the advantages over simpler capital valuation methods that do not fully account for the price effects of ecological and human conditions that determine stock levels and changes over time. In focusing only on market net benefits, their estimated price falls short of what is ideally needed for wealth accounting—that is, the full marginal social value of the fish stock. Doing so is possible using the same approach, but requires the additional steps of estimating the full range of producer surpluses, e.g., including that of the fish processors, and the full consumer surpluses generated by fish stocks, including both the market benefits from final goods consumption and non-market values of ecosystem services that generate net benefits beyond those accruing to the fishery.

Addressing strong sustainability concerns

That the well-developed apparatus of applied welfare analysis in combination with capital-theoretic models of dynamic resources can be usefully applied to evaluate WS is encouraging. What remains to be considered is whether and how the concerns of strong sustainability—most notably, uncertainty, non-convexities and resilience—can be incorporated and the welfare implications of these SS features.

The mainstreaming of strong sustainability: catastrophes, fat tails, and ambiguity

The sustainability question was motivated for economists by Malthusian worries: business as usual generation after generation may eventually exhaust the carrying capacity of the
planet. Developments in WS were mostly congenial to mainstream economists, quibbles with discounting notwithstanding. Nevertheless, a distinct minority of economists conceded a role for SS in maintaining a safe minimum standard of conservation as a prudential precaution and to preserve unique and valued environmental assets (Bishop 1978, Farmer and Randall 1998).

More recently, climate science has raised the possibility of catastrophic global warming, which would seem to call for a different kind of sustainability discussion. WS and BCA are designed to help resolve resource allocation problems in an ordinary world, and they can seem out of their depth when the prospect of global catastrophe is taken seriously. A vigorous discussion among economists has arisen in the last fifteen years. Chichilnisky (2000) shows that the expected utility approach is insensitive to unlikely but potentially catastrophic events, and proposes a ranking criterion for potential projects or policies that gives weight to expected utility considerations and to the desire to avoid unlikely but catastrophic outcomes. Barrieu and Sinclair-Desgagné (2006) offer a rather elaborate weighting formulation in an attempt to deal simultaneously with two key precautionary principle issues: scientific uncertainty and risk-benefit trade-offs. The scales are tilted toward harm-avoidance in two ways: more harmful scenarios are over-weighted and the benefits-harm trade-off is tilted in favor of harm-avoidance. Gollier et al. (2000) and Gollier and Treich (2003) have used the concept of scientific uncertainty, a real options approach to managing the wait for better scientific information, and a Bayesian approach to learning from new information to identify conditions under which precautionary measures are efficient. Gollier-Treich precaution is of a circumstantial kind that can be revised in response to emerging information.

Among economists and the informed public, discussion of response to catastrophic prospects was intensified by the Stern-Nordhaus debates on climate change in the mid-2000s
Climate change presents an overwhelming challenge to business-as-usual resource allocation tools: a complex narrative that poses the highly uncertain prospect of a meta-catastrophe (a catastrophe that triggers a suite of catastrophes) decades and centuries into the future, driven by greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions that persist in the atmosphere, and preventable only at considerable cost to current and near-future generations. Standard BCA thinking seems unable to endorse climate mitigation action strong enough to meet the broadly-agreed target of no more than 1.5 to 2 degrees Celsius increase in global temperature. Some economists are inclined to say “end of story,” while others have wondered in various constructive ways whether the problem might be attributed more to inadequacies in BCA thinking than to a genuine lack of urgency in climate change mitigation. For example, Fisher and Le (2014) identify a consensus among integrated assessment modelers that potential impacts of climate change are not large enough to warrant aggressive mitigation efforts in the near term, and argue that this view is misleading for three reasons: projections end typically at the year 2100, but the greatest impacts are expected later than that; the models focus on most likely harm, paying little attention to worst-cases; and the discount rates used are inappropriate for serious threats to long-term global welfare.

In this section, we address a clear and urgent question: how do we make investment decisions to reduce the possible, if unlikely, prospect of catastrophe, and does the BCA framework comprehend the question well enough to provide a reasonable answer?

Initial discussion focused on the discount rate, which reflects two distinct concerns: the rate of time preference and the productivity of capital. As the debate about time preference seemed stalemated, Weitzman (2009) offered a game-changing argument: observing that an array of predictions from reputable climate models (Meinshausen et al. 2009) suggested a
nontrivial possibility (around 6 to 10 percent) of 6 degrees Celsius warming, he suggested that we should be more attentive to the potentially catastrophic tails of the distribution. He noted that fat-tailed distributions were consistent with complex-systems properties (Roe and Baker 2007). Various objections can be entertained—statistical reasoning is inapplicable because the data are not observations but predictions, and they are not independent because different climate models share much of the same structure and data (Millner and Dietz 2013); and we assume too much in taking these probabilities seriously given the level of uncertainty that surrounds them (Gilboa et al 2009). But nonetheless, the essential point holds: concentration on the most likely outcome is misplaced when catastrophe is more than trivially probable. Weitzman offers a “dismal theorem” to the effect that WTP to avert catastrophe may approach infinity.

Weitzman’s argument moved the focus toward the way we think about risk, generally understood as chance of harm. The standard analysis of risk treats chance as arising because outcomes are generated by known stochastic processes, and frequently invokes the analogy of well-specified games of chance. But there are at least two other kinds of chance (Randall 2011): chance arising from our lack of understanding of the process that generates outcomes—an insight that leads, for example, to consideration of uncertainty, ambiguity, and gross ignorance, and to Bayesian learning formulations; and chance that arises because the system that generates outcomes is itself changing, as might occur in complex adaptive systems.

The term “ambiguity” arises in a variety of guises. Millner, Dietz, and Heal (2013) and Dietz and Gollier (2015) follow Klibanoff et al (2009), who define ambiguity as a lack of confidence in “soft” evidence with respect to probability of harm, leading the decision maker to
apply more than ordinary caution. They obtain a general comparative static result that, given explicit restrictions on the relevant functions, optimal abatement increases with ambiguity aversion. Then they introduce scientific ambiguity into the well-known DICE model of the climate-economy system and conclude that, under plausible assumptions, ambiguity increases WTP to avert catastrophic outcomes to a much greater extent than does ordinary risk.

Groping to better understand the idea of “unknown unknowns”, which goes well beyond ambiguity as formulated by Klibanoff et al (2009) and Izhakian (2015), Henri and Henri (2002) analyze the implications of gross ignorance, and Schipper (2014) suggests that the emerging literature on unawareness eventually may provide a more satisfactory analysis of unknown unknowns.

Traeger (2014), addressing both ambiguity and discounting, finds that when uncertainty about the climate system is considered, the interaction and correlation between economic growth and project payoffs becomes a major ingredient for evaluating climate change and pricing carbon. A relatively small inter-temporally correlated risk suffices to cut the discount rate back to pure time preference, eliminating the growth effect in discounting. Given our argument above that very-long-run time preference should approach zero, a zero allowance for growth would suggest a zero discount rate.

Showing renewed interest in an older question, Martin and Pindyck (2015) ask how the benefits and costs of catastrophe avoidance might be affected by the concurrent threat of several

---

9 Other definitions of ambiguity are narrower, e.g. Izhakian’s (2015), which defines uncertainty as having two components, risk and ambiguity; and broader to include ambiguity in specifying magnitudes and even kinds of outcomes, as well as their likelihood.
independent kinds of catastrophes. Not surprisingly, they conclude that even if all the catastrophe-prevention projects pass a BCA test one by one, it is generally not justified to implement them all – the package may not pass the BCA test and, even if it does, some of the components will fail a BCA test given that the others already are part of the package – a special case of the more general Hoehn and Randall (1989) theorems concerning a multi-project agenda. They offer an ad hoc method of setting priorities in an “all projects pass the BC test one by one, but not as package” context.

It should be noted that, while climate change is one of the potential catastrophes considered by Martin and Pindyck, it is really a different kind of threat. Whatever climate change occurs will be with us a very long time. In contrast, many of the competing catastrophes—floods, nuclear terrorism, bioterrorism, maybe even super-viruses—are episodic events and their incidence and magnitude may be increased by excessive warming. In that reading of the reality, a climate catastrophe is a meta-catastrophe, and the urgency of preventing it may be diminished less by the presence of additional catastrophic threats.

Nonconvex production

Uncertainty over the future path of resource consumption stems in large part from our scientific lack of understanding of the complex dynamics that coupled human natural systems sometimes exhibit and the difficulty in incorporating these features into our models. A fundamental result in welfare economics – that equilibrium market prices can result in efficient allocation of resources – rests on the assumption that all possible transformation possibilities between goods and services form a convex set. The determination of optimal natural capital investment and consumption paths to accomplish sustainable welfare goals is further complicated by potential non-convexities in human and natural systems (Dasgupta and Mäler
Non-convexity leads to the possibility of multiple stable states and the long run steady state towards which the system evolves often depends on the interactions between human decisions and the natural (or ecological) system.

Resource economists have made significant advances in the optimal management of natural resources with non-convex ecological production functions represented in the state transition function (Starrett 1972, Tahvonen and Salo 1996, Fenichel et al. 2015). For example, in the problem of examining the optimal path of nutrient runoff into a shallow lake that provides local services (the “shallow lake” problem), the state transition dynamics representing the accumulation of phosphorous in the lake is given by a single state transition function (Brock and Starrett 2003; Mäler et al. 2003). The state dynamics in this problem are generally represented by: 

\[
\dot{x}(t) = a(t) - bx(t) + \frac{x^2(t)}{x^2(t)+1},
\]

where the rate of accumulation of phosphorous stock, \(x(t)\), in the lake depends on additional loading, \(a(t)\), but also displays hysteresis. In these systems the stock transition dynamics depend not only on the current loading but also on the total accumulated stock at time \(t\). \(bx(t)\) represents the natural rate of absorption of phosphorous. Non-convexity in the state dynamics can lead to multiple equilibriums. In some cases the transition to a eutrophic state is irreversible (Fig 1) and avoiding eutrophic state in the future requires reductions in loading in earlier time periods. If the lake reaches a eutrophic stable state, even a complete reduction of loading to zero does not enable the system to recover. The evolution of the system into an oligotrophic or eutrophic equilibrium depends on both the initial level of phosphorous stock in the lake and the rate of loadings over time.

Another common approach to describe non-convexities in bioeconomic models is to introduce depensation in the dynamics of a renewable natural capital stock, where the per capita growth rate declines as a stock gets smaller. When there exists a critical level of the stock below
which the growth rate becomes negative, this is called critical depensation. Such representation of the system with a single state variable that reflects nonlinearities and complex ecological interactions provide insight for policy makers (Barbier et al. 2008). However, this approach presents greater challenge when there are multiple capital stocks with nonlinear interactions that affect both current and future stream of aggregate welfare flow. Non-convex production possibilities have also been examined in the context of economic growth and development. Models that examine nonlinear interactions between nutrition and human productivity have been important in explaining the prevalence of poverty traps in developing economies (Dasgupta and Ray 1987; Dasgupta 1997).

Systems with multiple stable states that display hysteresis or path dependence, where the state transition function depends not only on the current state but also on the history of previous states, may be easily depicted in one dimension but are more challenging to conceptualize in higher dimensional systems. The challenge for policy design to manage non-convex systems is that the natural capital system can evolve to undesirable stable states that limit the possibility of reaching a desirable state in the future. In these complex systems with multiple steady states, transition from one steady state can often represent a regime shift to an alternative state that has different characteristics and responsiveness to perturbations. This suggests the need for forward-looking adjustments in the short run to avoid undesirable outcomes. If production and consumption decisions are made without adjusting for nonlinear dynamics and the shadow value of natural capital stocks, then welfare maximizing allocations can push society in a direction that is qualitatively worse off, beyond inefficiency in consumption and allocation. The possibility of unanticipated regime shifts could suggest an optimal consumption path that results in lower aggregate social welfare when we consider qualitative changes in the stock of ecological or
natural capital. The presence of ecological non-convexities then implies that investments or disinvestments in natural capital may be irreversible (Dixit and Pindyck 1994). These irreversibilities indicate possible tipping points that have significant effects on society’s wealth and sustainability.

Ecological thresholds and tipping points are important in understanding complex systems that are jointly determined by biophysical dynamics and economic decisions. In systems with multiple stable states, the cumulative effect of economic decisions (natural capital extraction, or pollution for example) can push the system away from a stable attractor, resulting in a dramatic shift in the possible set of future actions. The moment marking this transition to instability is often termed a ‘tipping point’ (Poston and Stewart 1977). A change in system stability could be marked by a subtle and smooth transition to a new attractor. However, the loss of system stability can also remain hidden for some time until observable change is triggered by a sudden perturbation to the system, such as a major natural hazard or a policy change.

Coupled models of human and natural systems are essential to better understand nonlinear feedbacks that could lead to emergent patterns that are qualitatively different from those derived from examining the biophysical or the economic dynamics in isolation (Murray et al. 2011). Tipping points and regime shifts that mark a change in the ecological system dynamics have been examined using bioeconomic models that set up the post tipping point outcome as a new bioeconomic problem and simultaneously solving the infinite horizon problem (Homans and Horie 2011; Horan et al 2011). Advances in optimal control models that incorporate multiple thresholds that could result in a catastrophic loss of natural capital stock, have derived conditions under which optimal regulation paths (of CO₂) can drive the probability of crossing one or more thresholds to zero (Naevdal 2003, 2006; Naevdal and Oppenheimer 2007) and reduce a complex
N-dimensional risk structure into a simpler problem. With the possibility of endogenous regime shifts that could potentially result in the collapse of ecological stocks, optimal policy requires investments to maintain larger natural capital stocks (Polasky et al. 2011).

Recent advances in integrated assessment models are beginning to examine tipping points and allow for endogenous interactions between abrupt irreversible climate shifts, social welfare, and optimal policy responses. When policy makers utilize new information to learn and update their beliefs about the possibility of reaching a tipping point, numerical models show that different types of climate shifts that can occur in the post-tipping regime can result in optimal policy paths are qualitatively different before the tipping point is reached (Lemoine and Traeger 2014). The introduction of stochastic risks of approaching a tipping point following a climate shock in an integrated assessment model shows that optimal climate policy paths are considerably different from the outcomes in a deterministic model. These integrated climate-economy models further shows that when the probability of reaching a tipping point is endogenously determined by the policy path chosen in the pre-tipping period, optimal policy adjustments involve more stringent regulation (a carbon tax in most cases) that can reduce the probability (Lemoine and Traeger 2014) and can reduce the impact or potential damages of a climate shift. (Jensen and Traeger 2014; Cai et al. 2015; Lontzek et al. 2012). For example, Cai et al. (2015) show that a 5 percent annual probability of a 5 percent loss in welfare, occurring with at 4°C increase of the global surface temperature, would increase the optimal carbon tax more than threefold. The possibility of crossing critical thresholds that can shift the future dynamics of natural capital stocks and the stream of welfare flow essentially increase the shadow value of natural capital.
In essence, the presence of ecological non-convexities and possible regime shifts, driven by climate forcing, indicate that the optimal path of consumption and investment in natural capital derived in a dynamic welfare maximizing framework could mimic a SS rule, applied at the threshold. Furthermore, in an imperfect economy with non-convex natural capital stocks that display hysteresis, a resource allocation rule that does not require an inter-temporal welfare-maximizing criterion could lead to a desirable long run outcome (Arrow et al. 2003).

Resilience as a capital asset

The potentially large costs that can come from a regime shift suggest that the system’s ability to absorb shocks and thereby avoid a tipping point may have value. Resilience can be defined as the capacity of a system to remain within a given regime, i.e., the domain of attraction of a given stable attractor, in systems where multiple equilibria are possible (Holling 1973, 1996). The greater the resiliency of a system, the larger the shock it can absorb without undergoing a regime shift. Mäler (2008) argues that resilience can be conceived of as a stock that protects the desired state of the system by reducing the risk of undesirable changes that would result from a regime shift. Like any capital stock, as the resilience of the system to an undesirable shift grows scarcer, it becomes more valuable. However, like many ecosystem services, resilience is a public good—it is valuable to each user of an ecosystem, but no individual has the right incentive to optimally invest in it.

Accounting for resilience requires a dynamic model of a capital resource stock whose contribution to the resilience of the system to a specific threshold can be quantified. For example, Chen et al. (2009, 2012) develop a regional migration model with endogenous lake amenities. A phase plot diagram is used to quantify resilience, which is a function of the stocks of human population and lake pollution, as the distance of any given state of the system to the
boundary that separates the domains of attraction of two stable attractors and illustrate the trade-offs between resilience and efficiency.

Mäler (2008), Mäler and Li (2010) develop a capital theoretic approach to valuing resilience. They define the shadow value of resilience, the presented discounted marginal benefits of an additional unit of resilience, as the difference in the social welfare associated with the good versus bad state, weighted by the change in probability of the bad state occurring, summed and discounted over time. Walker et al. (2010) apply this method to valuing the resilience of the Goulburn-Broken Catchment (GBC) in South East Australia, one of the country’s most important agricultural regions, to a salinity threshold. They use historical data on salinization and soil fertility to identify the threshold and measure resilience of the system to a high saline regime by the distance from the water table to the threshold. They estimate the probability that the system will shift from the non-saline to the saline regime as a function of this distance measure and use market prices to translate this probability into value terms.

Efforts to model resilience are in their infancy and face many challenges. It is tempting nonetheless to speculate on how measures of resilience could be useful. The value of resilience could be incorporated into wealth accounting and used to assess trade-offs among resilience and other capital assets, thus offering a means of determining the socially desirable levels of natural (and other) capital stocks that provide resilience. Valuation of resilience could also be used to assess the net benefits of policies that can increase incentives towards resilience enhancing activities, particularly those that vary dynamically within systems, and the social costs of a loss in resilience. Presumably the incorporation of resilience into BCA and WS analyses would increase investments in capital stocks that contribute to resilience and in so doing, mimic a SS rule that would impose direct physical limits to maintain critical natural capital stocks.
Conclusions

The impact of human actions on natural resources and the environment and our ability to sustain welfare given the Earth’s physical limits has concerned classical economists since the 18th century. Early thinkers like Malthus and Jevons raised concerns about the sustainability of welfare paths in the wake of industrial revolution (Barnett and Morse 1963; Jevons 1865). The development of neo classical welfare theory shifted focus to optimal allocation decisions on the basis of estimating changes in consumer and producer surpluses given a price or quantity change, while advances in resource economics focused on the central idea of nature as capital. The link between welfare-theoretic surplus measures and the time evolution of capital stocks that are the inputs into production and consumption have only recently gained attention from resource and environmental economists. However, the integration of these two distinct approaches is essential both for modeling coupled human-natural systems and for valuing natural capital stocks (Fenichel and Abbott 2014).

As we have emphasized in this paper, the framework used to define sustainability depends critically on assumptions about substitution in production and consumption across different forms of capital, and in particular between natural and manufactured capital. The distinction and potential inconsistency between WS and SS arguments stem largely from fundamental differences in the manner in which economists and natural scientists view this substitution. Economists following welfare theoretic BCA are concerned with substitution at the margin whereas ecologists are typically concerned with the limits to substitutability at critical thresholds (Fenichel and Zhao 2014). The incorporation of SS concerns into dynamic models of intertemporal welfare maximization begins to bridge this gap. Applying a sustainability objective that does not impose optimality conditions could further bridge the WS and SS gap by permitting
greater flexibility in modeling resource allocation decisions and integrating complex interactions among capital stocks.

Another disciplinary difference is that economists rely heavily on the assumption of convexity to derive optimality conditions whereas natural scientists focus on nonlinear interactions in complex biophysical systems. To understand the peculiarities of natural capital, namely non-convexities in how it is produced, and the potential nonlinear feedbacks that can arise from coupled human-natural systems, it is important to increase the economic and ecological realism used to represent the dependence of intertemporal welfare on dynamic capital stocks. This requires collaborative efforts to advance empirical analyses that measure the shadow value of natural capital stocks and mathematical techniques to model these complex systems.

Wealth-based measures of welfare provide the means of incorporating more realistic dynamics into intertemporal welfare models, but rely critically on shadow prices to translate changes in capital assets into changes in welfare. Calculating shadow prices requires a forecast of the future evolution of capital stocks, which assumes knowledge of the salient human behaviors, environmental processes, and their interactions and feedbacks over time and space. Thus, in attempting to evaluate sustainability, we come to the same conundrum that others have encountered: assessing whether or not we are sustainable in the future requires that we know the economic program and are able to forecast the future, something that is inherently unknowable, on this basis.

But what are the alternatives? We can ignore the future, pursue approaches that don’t rely on shadow prices, or develop value-based approaches that account for a long-run that reeks of unpredictability. The former brings us back to traditional welfare assessment, e.g., estimating WTP measures given observed or hypothetical changes ecosystem services without linking this
to the underlying stocks or production. This limits welfare analysis to static BCA and thus misses the core sustainability question.

The second approach is essentially SS, which involves a commitment to sustain specific capital stocks at specified levels. But what particulars should be sustained, and why? If some natural capital stocks really are critical, utilitarians can support SS criteria with respect to those forms of capital based on the welfare implications of not maintaining these critical levels. But SS criteria might be adopted also by people who attribute intrinsic value to particular natural entities, and those with a deep ecology perspective, to mention just two of many ethical stances that might come into play. Should all things natural enjoy SS protections because they are natural, or should SS protections hinge on moral claims specific to particular entities? In utilitarian formulations, the moral claims would be not just specific but contingent on preferences and circumstances that determine the relative trade-offs.

For these reasons, most economists interested in sustainability assessment are likely to side with the last approach: value-based approaches that rely on dynamic modeling of capital stocks that can assess trade-offs and changes in welfare over the long run, but that also can account for the deep uncertainties that arise—both from our limited knowledge of systems as well as their complex nature that causes them to adapt and change over time. Such an approach does not lack for challenges, but nonetheless we see promise and progress and have attempted to highlight these here.
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A note on population

(sidebar: please place in section “Weak sustainability and welfare analysis”)

Clearly, population matters to any serious discussion of sustainability across generations, yet it is often discussed only briefly and then reserved for future work due to the difficulties it introduces. Population is endogenous in the long run and not readily predictable. In appealing to Solow-type models it has become conventional to note that, so long as \( a \geq d \) and the necessary substitutability conditions are satisfied, then welfare per capita can be sustained—and then proceed as though \( a \geq d \) were assured. Some recent articles have addressed population more directly (e.g. Dietz and Asheim 2012), but these remain the exception. Furthermore, the endogeneity of population greatly complicates intergenerational ethics, too, a point emphasized by Rawls (1971) when explaining his hesitance in expanding his analysis to the intergenerational context. It is not at all clear how a smaller population sustaining a higher level of welfare is to be valued ethically relative to a larger population sustaining a somewhat lower level of welfare. In intergenerational ethics it has become common to frame each generation as a generational-person, a fiction that advances the discussion by avoiding the population question, much as the \( a \geq d \) assumption does in economic formulations of WS.
Figure 1: Phase plane representing phosphorous accumulation in a shallow lake.

(a) Phase plane representing phosphorous accumulation in a shallow lake. Natural rate of P absorption is low ($b = 0.48$). If the stock exceeds the unstable inflection point, the system will move into a eutrophic state even if load is reduced to zero.

(b) Change in climate forcing that reduces the absorptive capacity of the lake (changing $b$ from 0.6 to 0.45) can move the system from a unique stable oligotrophic state to one with multiple stable states.